String kernels are typically used to compare genome-scale sequences whose length makes alignment impractical, yet their computation is based on data structures that are either space-inefficient, or incur large slowdowns. We show that a number of exact kernels on pairs of strings of total length n, like the k-mer kernel, the substrings kernels, a number of length-weighted kernels, the minimal absent words kernel, and kernels with Markovian corrections, can all be computed in O(nd) time and in o(n) bits of space in addition to the input, using just a rangeDistinct data structure on the Burrows-Wheeler transform of the input strings that takes O(d) time per element in its output. The same bounds hold for a number of measures of compositional complexity based on multiple values of k, like the k-mer profile and the k-th order empirical entropy, and for calibrating the value of k using the data. All such algorithms become O(n) using a suitable implementation of the rangeDistinct data structure, and by concatenating them to a suitable BWT construction algorithm, we can compute all the mentioned kernels and complexity measures, directly from the input strings, in O(n) time and in O(n log σ ) bits of space in addition to the input, where σ is the size of the alphabet. Using similar data structures, we also show how to build a compact 123 858 Algorithmica (2017) 79:857-883 representation of the variable-length Markov chain of a string T of length n, that takes just 3n log σ +o(n log σ ) bits of space, and that can be learnt in randomized O(n) time using O(n log σ ) bits of space in addition to the input. Such model can then be used to assign a probability to a query string S of length m in O(m) time and in 2m + o(m) bits of additional space, thus providing an alternative, compositional measure of the similarity between S and T that does not require alignment.
Introduction
Given two strings T 1 and T 2 of length n 1 and n 2 , respectively, a kernel is a function that simultaneously converts T 1 and T 2 into vectors T 1 and T 2 in R X for some integer X > 0, and computes a similarity or a distance measure between T 1 and T 2 , without building and storing T 1 and T 2 explicitly [45] . Kernels are often the method of choice for comparing extremely long strings, like genomes, read sets, and metagenomic samples, whose size makes alignment infeasible, yet their computation is typically based on space-inefficient data structures, like (truncated) suffix trees and (enhanced) suffix arrays, which take O(n log n) bits (see e.g. [1, 3, 40, 41, 47, 49] and references therein), or on space-efficient data structures, like compressed suffix trees, that take O(n log σ ) bits but that incur a O(log n i ) slowdown (i ∈ {1, 2}) in a key operation needed to compute kernels, i.e. retrieving the string depth of a node of the suffix tree [31] .
The (possibly infinite) dimensions of T i are, for example, all strings of a specific family on the alphabet of T 1 and T 2 , and the value assigned to vector T i along dimension W corresponds to the number of occurrences of string W in T i , often rescaled and corrected in domain-specific ways. T i is often called composition vector, and a large number of its components can be zero in practice. In this paper we focus on space-and time-efficient algorithms for computing the cosine of the angle between two composition vectors T 1 and T 2 , i.e. on computing the kernel κ(T 1 , 2 . This measure of similarity can be converted e.g. into the Euclidean distance 2(1 − κ(T 1 , T 2 )) and into the cosine dissimilarity 1 − κ(T 1 , T 2 ), and the algorithms we describe can be applied to compute norms of vector T 1 − T 2 , like the p-norm and the infinity norm. When T 1 and T 2 are bitvectors, we are more interested in interpreting them as sets and in computing the Jaccard similarity J (T 1 , T 2 ) = ||T 1 ∧ T 2 ||/||T 1 ∨ T 2 || = ||T 1 ∧ T 2 ||/(||T 1 || + ||T 2 || − ||T 1 ∧ T 2 ||), where ∧ and ∨ are the bitwise AND and OR operators, and where || · || measures the number of ones in a bitvector.
Another way of comparing T 1 and T 2 without alignment consists in learning the Markov chain of, say, T 1 , and in assigning to T 2 an estimate of the probability of being generated by the Markov chain of T 1 . We focus here on the general case of chains with contexts of variable length, introduced in [43] and applied to protein classification in e.g. [5] [6] [7] . Such chains assume the form of labelled trees, called probabilistic suffix tries, which have been typically implemented using space-inefficient data structures that take O(n log n) bits, like (lazy) suffix trees and (enhanced) suffix arrays [2, 35, 44] .
Given a data structure that supports rangeDistinct queries on the Burrows-Wheeler transform of each string in input, we show that a number of popular string kernels, like the k-mer kernel, the substrings kernels, a number of length-weighted kernels, the minimal absent words kernel, and kernels with Markovian corrections, can all be computed in O(nd) time and in o(n) bits of space in addition to the input, all in a single pass over the BWTs of the input strings, where d is the time taken by the rangeDistinct query per element in its output, and n is the size of the input. The same bounds hold for computing a number of measures of compositional complexity for multiple values of k at the same time, like the k-mer profile and the k-th order empirical entropy, and for choosing the value of k used in k-mer kernels from the data. All such algorithms become O(n) using the rangeDistinct data structures described in [8, 15] , and concatenating this setup to the BWT construction algorithm described in [8, 9] , we can compute all such kernels and complexity measures from the input strings in O(n) time and in O(n log σ ) bits of space in addition to the input, where σ is the size of the alphabet of T 1 and T 2 .
We also build a representation of the probabilistic suffix trie of a string T 1 , which takes 3n 1 log σ + o(n 1 log σ ) bits of space, and which assigns a probability to a query string of length n 2 in O(n 2 ) time and in 2n 2 + o(n 2 ) bits of space in addition to the input and the output. Like the kernels described above, such a data structure can be built from the input string in randomized O(n 1 ) time and in O(n 1 log σ ) bits of space in addition to the input and the output.
In the process, we highlight the connection between left and right extensions of maximal repeats, and measures of expectation based on Markov models commonly used in string kernels, as well as learning criteria for variable-length Markov chains.
Preliminaries

Strings
Let Σ = [1..σ ] be an integer alphabet, let # = 0, # 1 = −1 and # 2 = −2 be distinct separators not in Σ, and let T = [1..σ ] n−1 # be a string. For reasons that will become clear in Sect. 2.2, we assume σ ∈ o( √ n/ log n) throughout the paper. A k-mer is any string W ∈ [1. .σ ] k of length k > 0. We denote by f T (W ) the number of (possibly overlapping) occurrences of a string W in the circular version of T , and we use the shorthand p T (W ) = f T (W )/(n − |W |) to denote an approximation of the empirical probability of observing W in T , assuming that all positions of T except the last |W | ones are equally probable starting positions for W . A repeat W is a string that satisfies f T (W ) > 1. We denote by Σ T (W ) the set of characters {a ∈ [0..σ ] : f T (aW ) > 0} and by Σ r T (W ) the set of characters {b ∈ [0.
.σ ] : f T (W b) > 0}. A repeat W is rightmaximal (respectively, left-maximal) iff |Σ r T (W )| > 1 (respectively, iff |Σ T (W )| > 1). It is well known that T can have at most n − 1 right-maximal substrings and at most n − 1 left-maximal substrings. A maximal repeat of T is a repeat that is both left-and right-maximal.
The suffix tree ST T = (V, E) of T is a tree rooted in r ∈ V with set of nodes V and set of edges E, whose leaves correspond to the suffixes of T , and whose paths from root to leaf spell the corresponding suffixes of T [52] . The edges in E are labeled by pointers to substrings of T : every such label is of maximal length, so that the tree branches at every internal node. We call generalized suffix tree of two strings S ∈ [1..σ ] n−1 # and T ∈ [1..σ ] m−1 # 1 the suffix tree of the concatenation ST . We assume the children of a node v in a suffix tree to be sorted lexicographically according to the labels of the corresponding edges. We denote by (v) the string label of node v, i.e. the string obtained by concatenating the labels of all edges in the path from the root to v. It is well known that a substring W of T is right-maximal (respectively, left-maximal) iff
.σ ] is connected to a node w ∈ V with (w) = W by a suffix link with label a. Suffix links and internal nodes of ST T form a tree, called the suffix-link tree of T and denoted by SLT T , and inverting the direction of all suffix links yields the so-called explicit Weiner links. Given an internal node v and a symbol a ∈ [0..σ ], it might happen that string a (v) does occur in T , but that it is not right-maximal, i.e. it is not the label of any internal node of ST T : all such left extensions of internal nodes that end in the middle of an edge are called implicit Weiner links. An internal node v of ST T can have more than one outgoing Weiner link, and all such Weiner links have distinct labels: in this case, (v) is a maximal repeat. It is known that the number of suffix links (or, equivalently, of explicit Weiner links) is upper-bounded by 2n −2, and that the number of implicit Weiner links can be upper-bounded by 2n − 2 as well. We call SLT * T a version of SLT T augmented with implicit Weiner links and with nodes corresponding to their destinations.
We say that a maximal repeat W of T is rightmost if no string W V with V ∈ [0..σ ] + is left-maximal in T . Symmetrically, we say that a maximal repeat W of T is leftmost if no string V W with V ∈ [0..σ ] + is right-maximal in T . Since left-maximality is closed under prefix operation, there is a bijection between the set of all maximal repeats and the set of all nodes of the suffix tree of T that lie on paths that start from the root and that end at nodes labelled by rightmost maximal repeats. Symmetrically, since right-maximality is closed under suffix operation, there is a bijection between the set of all maximal repeats and the set of all nodes of the suffix tree of T [1..n − 1]# that lie on paths that start from the root and that end at nodes labelled by leftmost maximal repeats. There is also a bijection between the set of all maximal repeats of T and a subset of the nodes of SLT T . Specifically, the branching nodes of SLT T correspond to maximal repeats, the leaves of SLT T correspond to leftmost maximal repeats, and the remaining maximal repeats correspond to the unary nodes of SLT T that have at least one implicit Weiner link. Equivalently, there is a bijection between the set of all maximal repeats of T and the set of all branching nodes of SLT * T . Combining the bijection between the maximal repeats of T and a subset of the nodes of ST T [1..n−1]# , with the bijection between the maximal repeats of T and all branching nodes of SLT * T , we obtain a bijection γ between all branching nodes of SLT * T and a subset of the nodes of ST T [1..n−1]# , which maps the leaves of SLT T to the nodes of ST T [1..n−1]# labelled by leftmost maximal repeats, and the branching nodes of SLT * T to internal nodes of ST T [1..n−1]# (this observation was already hinted at in [2, 30] ). In turn, this mapping implies a bijection between the set of all nodes of SLT * T with exactly one child, and a subset of all the substrings of T [1..n − 1]# that fall in the middle of an arc of ST T [1..n−1]# . Specifically, let v be a node of SLT * T with exactly one child, let u be its lowest ancestor with at least two children, and let w be its highest descendant with at least two children. Then, every node with exactly one child in the path between u and w in SLT * T corresponds to a string that falls in the middle of arc (γ (u), γ (w)) in ST T [1..n−1]# , and vice versa. The suffix-link tree of T is thus a subdivision of the subgraph of ST T [1..n−1]# induced by maximal repeats.
Enumerating Right-Maximal Substrings and Maximal Repeats
Let T ∈ [1..σ ] n−1 # be a string. We denote by SA T and BWT T the suffix array and the Burrows-Wheeler transform of T , respectively. Recall that the suffix array [36] , and the Burrows-Wheeler transform of T is the string [18] . Array C[0..σ ] stores in C[a] the number of occurrences in T of all characters strictly smaller than a, i.e. the sum of the frequency of all characters in set {#, 1, . . . , a − 1}. Clearly C[0] = 0, and C[a] + 1 is the position in SA T of the first suffix of T that starts with character a. As customary, function rank(T, c, i) returns the number of occurrences of character c in string T up to position i, inclusive, and function select(T, c, i) returns the position of the i-th occurrence of character c in string T [29] . We drop T whenever it is clear from the context. The combination of BWT with rank support and C array is known as FM-index [27, 28] . In this paper we use range(W ) = [sp(W )..ep(W )] to denote the lexicographic interval of a string W in a BWT that is implicit from the context, and we use Σ i, j to denote the set of distinct characters that occur inside interval [i.. j] of a string that is implicit from the context (see Fig. 1c for an example). We also denote by rangeDistinct(i, j) the function that returns the set of tuples {(c, rank(T, c, p c ), rank(T, c, q c )) : c ∈ Σ i, j }, in any order, where p c and q c are the first and the last occurrence of c inside the interval [i.. j] of a string T that is implicit from the context (see Fig. 1a for an example). Here we focus on a specific application of BWT T : enumerating all the right-maximal substrings of T , or equivalently all the internal nodes of ST T . In particular, we use the algorithm described in [9] (Section 4.1), which we sketch here for completeness.
Given a substring W of T , let b 1 < b 2 < · · · < b k be the sorted sequence of all the distinct characters in Σ r T (W ), and let a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a h be the list of all the characters in Σ T (W ), not necessarily sorted. Assume that we represent a substring W of T as a pair of arrays repr(W ) = (chars [1. .k], first[1.
.k], and range() refers to BWT T (see Fig. 1b for an example). Note that range(W ) = [first [1] ..first[k + 1] − 1], since it coincides with the concate- nation of the intervals of the right extensions of W in lexicographic order. If W is not right-maximal, array chars in repr(W ) has length one. Given a data structure that supports rangeDistinct queries on BWT T , and given the C array of T , there is an algorithm that converts repr(W ) into the sequence a 1 , . . . , a h and into the corresponding sequence repr(a 1 W ), . . . , repr(a h W ), in O(de) time and O(σ 2 log n) bits of space in addition to the input and the output [8, 9] , where d is the time taken by the rangeDistinct operation per element in its output, and e is the number of distinct strings a i W b j that occur in the circular version of T , where i ∈ [1..h] and j ∈ [1..k]. We encapsulate this algorithm into a function that we call extendLeft.
If a i W is right-maximal, i.e. if array chars in repr(a i W ) has length greater than one, we push pair (repr(a i W ), |W | + 1) onto a stack S. In the next iteration we pop the representation of a string from the stack and we repeat the process, until the stack itself becomes empty. This process is equivalent to following all the explicit Weiner links from the node v of ST T with (v) = W , not necessarily in lexicographic order. Thus, running the algorithm from a stack initialized with repr(ε) is equivalent to performing a depth-first (but not necessarily a preorder) traversal of the suffix-link tree of T , which guarantees to enumerate all the right-maximal substrings of T . Every operation performed by the algorithm can be charged to a distinct node or Weiner link of ST T , thus the algorithm runs in O(nd) time. The depth of the stack is O(log n) rather than O(n), since at every iteration we push the pair (repr(a i W ), |a i W |) with largest range(a i W ) first. Every suffix-link tree level in the stack contains at most σ pairs, and each pair takes at most σ log n bits of space, thus the total space used by the stack is O(σ 2 log 2 n) bits. The following theorem follows from our assumption that σ ∈ o( √ n/ log n):
Theorem 1 ([8,9] ) Let T ∈ [1..σ ] n−1 # be a string. Given a data structure that supports rangeDistinct queries on BWT T , we can enumerate all the right-maximal substrings W of T , and for each of them we can return |W |, repr(W ), the sequence a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a h of all characters in Σ T (W ) (not necessarily sorted), and the sequence repr(a 1 W ), . . . , repr(a h W ), in O(nd) time and in o(n) bits of space in addition to the input and the output, where d is the time taken by the rangeDistinct operation per element in its output.
Theorem 1 does not specify the order in which the right-maximal substrings must be enumerated, nor the order in which the left extensions of a right-maximal substring must be returned. The algorithm we just described can be adapted to return all the maximal repeats of T , with the same bounds, by outputting a right-maximal string W iff |rangeDistinct(sp(W ), ep(W ))| > 1. A version of the same algorithm can also enumerate all the internal nodes of the generalized suffix tree of two string T 1 and T 2 , using BWT T 1 and BWT T 2 : in this case, a string W is represented as a quadruple
, and we assume that first i [1] = 0 iff W does not occur in T i . We call extendLeft the function that maps repr (W ) to the list of its left extensions repr (a i W ).
Theorem 2 ([8,9] ) Let T 1 ∈ [1..σ ] n 1 −1 # 1 and T 2 ∈ [1..σ ] n 2 −1 # 2 be two strings. Given two data structures that support rangeDistinct queries on BWT T 1 and on BWT T 2 , respectively, we can enumerate all the right-maximal substrings W of T = T 1 T 2 , and for each of them we can return |W |, repr (W ), the sequence a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a h of all characters in Σ T 1 T 2 (W ) (not necessarily sorted), and the sequence repr (a 1 W ), . . . , repr (a h W ), in O(nd) time and in o(n) bits of space in addition to the input and the output, where n = n 1 + n 2 and d is the time taken by the rangeDistinct operation per element in its output.
See Algorithm 1 for a pseudocode of the generalized enumerator. The pseudocode of the enumerator that works on just one string is similar, and both codes can be designed to invoke a user-defined callback function for every right-maximal substring of the input string.
For brevity, we replace T i by i in all subscripts that follow, or we waive subscripts completely whenever they are clear from the context, and we assume throughout the paper that d is the time per element in the output of a rangeDistinct data structure that is implicit from the context. A number of data structures achieve constant d: for example, the index described in [8] takes n log σ + 8n + o(n) bits, it can be built in deterministic linear time and in (n/k) log σ + 2n + o(n) bits of working space for any positive integer k, and to answer a query it uses σ bits of working space and it does not require the input string of length n. The index described in [15] takes O(n log log σ ) bits, it can be built in randomized linear time and in O(n log σ ) bits of working space, and to answer a query it uses the input string and σ log(n + 1) bits of working space.
Algorithm 1: Enumerating all right-maximal substrings of T
.σ ] n i −1 for i ∈ {1, 2}. X • y means appending number y to the end of array X . Function callback just prints the pair (repr (W ), |W |) given in input.
Input: BWT of string T i # i , with support for rangeDistinct queries. Array C i of string T i # i , array distinctChars i of all the distinct characters that occur in T i # i , in lexicographic order, and array start i of starting positions of the corresponding intervals in BWT T i # i . An implementation of function extendLeft which, given a string W , returns the set of pairs 
where W i is a context of any length, and P( j|W i ) is the probability of seeing character j ∈ [1..σ ] when W i is the longest suffix of the generated string that equals the first component of a tuple in W. In what follows we call P( j|W i ) for j ∈ [1..σ ] emission probabilities, and for simplicity we set P( j|W i ) = f T (W i · j)/ f T (W i ), although different estimates are possible (see e.g. [2, 4, 51, 53] ). W is typically encoded as a trie PST W , called probabilistic suffix trie, in which contexts are inserted from right to left, and in which every node of PST W that corresponds to a context stores its emission probabilities [43] . In what follows, we drop the subscript from PST W whenever W is clear from the context.
Given a string S ∈ [1.
.σ ] + , the probability that S was generated by the variablelength Markov chain encoded by PST W is computed character by character, as follows: at every position j of S, the probability that PST W generated character S[ j] = b is determined by finding the longest substring W = S[i.. j − 1] that labels a node w of PST W that corresponds to a context of W, and by accessing the emission probability P(b|W ) stored at w. If W does not emit b in PST W , the probability of character S[ j] is set to a user-defined constant, to a function of f T (S[ j] ) or of f T (W ) (see e.g. [42] ), or it can be estimated using other criteria. For example, borrowing from the conceptually similar PPM compression algorithm, one could assign to S[ j] a probabilityP(b|W ) defined recursively as follows [4] :
whereP(W ), called escape probability, is an estimate of the probability of observing a character that does not follow W in PST W . A similar approach can be applied even when W does emit b, to compute a mixture of multiple probability estimates [17] , possibly with weights that depend on the length of the contexts [25] . The probability of S given PST W is then the product of the probability of every character of S. Assume that we have a string or a concatenation of related strings T ∈ [1.
.σ ] n , for example genomes of similar species or proteins with the same function or structure [5] [6] [7] . A PST estimated from T can be interpreted as a generative model of T . Given a new string S on the same alphabet, measuring the probability that S was generated by the PST of T is a way to measure the similarity between the random process that generated S and the random process that generated T , without resorting to alignment. The contexts of the PST of T are often all the substrings aW of T (where a ∈ [1..σ ] and W ∈ [1..σ ] * ), possibly of length at most equal to an upper bound [43] , that are frequent in T , and such that there is at least one character b ∈ [1..σ ] with a high emission probability from aW , and such that the emission probability of b from aW is significantly different from the emission probability of b from W (see e.g. [6] and references therein). Specifically, for user-defined thresholds τ 1 > 0, τ 2 > 0, τ 3 < 1 and τ 4 > 1:
W [16, 51] :
for a positive user-defined τ 5 . KL divergence could be replaced by the squared L 1 norm [16] , or by any p-norm:
for a positive user-defined τ 6 . In yet other variants (see e.g. [42, 51] ), a substring W of T is a context iff it has high entropy compared to its left-extensions, i.e. iff
where
) and τ 7 is a positive user-defined threshold. The escape probabilityP(W ) in Eq. 1 is typically a function of f T (W ) and of the number |Σ r T (W )| of distinct characters that follow W in T , or of the number of distinct characters that occur at least a user-defined number of times after W in T (see e.g. [4, 23, 53] and references therein).
Kernels and Complexity Measures on k-mers
Given a string T ∈ [1..σ ] n−1 # and a length k > 0, let vector
.σ ] k . The k-mer complexity C k (T ) of string T is the number of nonzero components of T k . The k-mer kernel of two strings T 1 and
Recall that Theorems 1 and 2 enumerate all nodes of a suffix tree in no specific order. In this section we describe algorithms to compute C k (T ) and κ(T 1 k , T 2 k ) in a way that does not depend on the order in which the nodes of a suffix tree are enumerated: we can thus implement such algorithms on top of Theorems 1 and 2, and more specifically as callback functions of the corresponding enumerators (see e.g. Algorithm 1). The main idea behind our approach is a telescoping strategy that works by adding and subtracting terms in a sum, as described below:
.σ ] n−1 # be a string. Given an integer k and a data structure that supports rangeDistinct queries on BWT T , we can compute C k (T ) in O(nd) time and in o(n) bits of space in addition to the input.
Proof A k-mer of T can either be the label of a node of ST T , or it could end in the middle of an edge (u, v) of ST. In the latter case, we assume that the k-mer is represented by its locus v, which might be a leaf. Let C k (T ) be initialized to n − k, i.e. to the number of leaves that correspond to suffixes of T of length at least k + 1. We enumerate the internal nodes of ST using Theorem 1, and every time we enumerate a node v we proceed as follows: if | (v)| < k we leave C k (T ) unaltered, otherwise we increment C k (T ) by one and we decrement C k (T ) by the number of children of v in ST, which is the length of array chars in repr( (v)). In this way, every internal node v of ST that is located at string depth at least k and that is not the locus of a k-mer is both added to C k (T ) (when the algorithm visits v) and subtracted from C k (T ) (when the algorithm visits parent(v)). Leaves at depth at least k + 1 that are not the locus of a k-mer are added by the initialization of C k (T ), and they are subtracted during the enumeration. Conversely, every locus v of a k-mer of T (including leaves)
We can apply the same telescoping strategy to compute κ(T 1 k , T 2 k ):
.σ ] n 2 −1 # 2 be strings. Given an integer k and two data structures that support rangeDistinct queries on BWT T 1 and on BWT T 2 , respectively, we can compute
.σ ] k . We initially set N = 0 and D i = n i − k, since these are the contributions of all the leaves at depth at least k + 1 in the generalized suffix tree of T 1 and T 2 . Then, we enumerate every internal node u of the generalized suffix tree, using
where v ranges over all children of u in the generalized suffix tree.
In analogy to Theorem 3, the contribution of the loci of the distinct k-mers of T 1 , of T 2 , or of both, is added to the three temporary variables and never subtracted, while the contribution of every other node u at depth at least k in the generalized suffix tree is both added (when the algorithm visits u, or when N and D i are initialized) and subtracted (when the algorithm visits parent(u)).
An even more specific notion of compositional complexity is C k, f (T ), the number of distinct k-mers that occur exactly f times in T . In the k-mer profiling problem [20, 21, 33] we are given a string T , an interval [k 1 ..k 2 ] of lengths and an interval [ f 1 .. f 2 ] of frequencies, and we are asked to compute the matrix
Note that the jth column of profile can have nonzero cells only if f j is the frequency of some internal node of ST T . In practice profile is often computed by running a k-mer extraction algorithm k 2 − k 1 + 1 times, and by scanning the output of all such runs (see e.g. [20] and references therein). The following lemma shows that we can compute profile in just one pass over the BWT of the input string, and in linear time in the size of profile:
.σ ] n−1 # be a string. Given ranges [k 1 ..k 2 ] and [ f 1 .. f 2 ], and given a data structure that supports rangeDistinct queries on BWT T , we can
and in o(n) bits of space in addition to the input and the output.
Proof We use Theorem 1 again. Assume that, for every internal node u of ST T with string depth at least k 1 and with frequency at least f 1 , and for every k
This would take O(n 2 ) total updates to profile. However, we can perform all of these updates in batch, as follows: A similar algorithm allows computing κ(
Matrix profile can be used to determine a range of values of k to be used in k-mer kernels. The smallest number in this range is typically the value of k that maximizes the number of distinct k-mers that occur at least twice in T [46] . The largest number in the range is typically determined using some measure of expectation: we cover this computation in Sect. 5.
A related notion of compositional complexity is the k-th order empirical entropy of T , defined as H k (
where W ranges over all strings in [1..σ ] k . Clearly only the internal nodes of ST T contribute to some H k (T ) [31] , thus our methods allow computing H k (T ) for a userspecified range of lengths [k 1 ..k 2 ] in O(nd + k 2 − k 1 ) time, using just one pass over BWT T .
Kernels and Complexity Measures on All Substrings
Given a string T ∈ [1..σ ] n−1 #, consider the infinite-dimensional vector T ∞ indexed by all distinct substrings W ∈ [1..σ ] + , such that T ∞ [W ] = f T (W ). The substring complexity C ∞ (T ) of T is the number of nonzero components of T ∞ . The substring kernel of two strings T 1 and T 2 is the cosine of composition vectors T 1 ∞ and T 2 ∞ . Computing substring complexity and substring kernel amounts to applying the same telescoping strategy described in Theorems 3 and 4, but with different contributions:
.σ ] n−1 # be a string. Given a data structure that supports rangeDistinct queries on BWT T , we can compute C ∞ (T ) in O(nd) time and in o(n) bits of space in addition to the input.
Proof The substring complexity of T coincides with the number of characters in [1. .σ ] that occur on all edges of ST T . We can thus proceed as in Theorem 3, initializing C ∞ (T ) to (n − 1)n/2, or equivalently to the sum of the lengths of all suffixes of T [1..n − 1]. Whenever we visit a node v of ST, we add to C ∞ (T ) the quantity | (v)|, and we subtract from C ∞ (T ) the quantity | (v)| · |children(v)|. The net effect of all such operations coincides with summing the lengths of all edges of ST, discarding all occurrences of character #. Note that | (u)| is provided by Theorem 1, and |children(v)| is the size of array chars in repr( (v)).
.σ ] n 2 −1 # 2 be strings. Given data structures that support rangeDistinct queries on BWT T 1 and on BWT T 2 , respectively, we can compute κ(T 1 ∞ , T 2 ∞ ) in O(nd) time and in o(n) bits of space in addition to the input, where n = n 1 + n 2 .
Proof We proceed as in Theorem 4, setting again N = 0 and D i = (n i − 1)n i /2 at the beginning of the algorithm. When we visit a node u of the generalized suffix tree of T 1 and T 2 , we set N to
Algorithm 2 gives the pseudocode of Corollary 2, implemented as a callback function of Algorithm 1. All the kernels and complexity measures described in this section and in Sect. 3 can be implemented with similar callbacks.
In a substring kernel it is common to weight a substring W by a user-specified function of its length: typical choices are |W | for a given constant , or indicators that select only substrings within a specific range of lengths [47] . We denote by T i ∞,g a weighted version of the infinite-dimensional vector
, where g is any user-specified function. We assume that the number of bits required to represent the output of g with sufficient precision is O(log n). It is easy to adapt Corollary 2 to support this type of composition vector:
.σ ] n 1 −1 # 1 and T 2 ∈ [1..σ ] n 2 −1 # 2 be strings. Given a function g(k) that can be evaluated in constant time, and given data structures that support rangeDistinct queries on BWT T 1 and on BWT T 2 , respectively, we can compute κ(T 1 ∞,g , T 2 ∞,g ) in O(nd) time and in o(n) bits of space in addition to the input, where n = n 1 + n 2 .
Proof We modify Corollary 2 as follows. Assume that we are processing an internal node v of the generalized suffix tree, let (v) = W , and assume that we have computed repr (aW ) for all the left extensions aW of W . In addition to pushing repr (aW ) onto the stack, we also push value prefixSum(aW ) = |W |+1 i=1 g(i) 2 with it, where prefixSum(aW ) = prefixSum(W ) + g(|W | + 1) 2 . When we pop repr (aW ), we compute its contributions to N and D i as described in Corollary 2, but replacing |aW | by prefixSum(aW ). We initialize D i to n i −1 j=1 g( j) 2 .
Corollary 3 can clearly support distinct weight functions for T 1 and T 2 . For some functions, like |W | , prefix sums can be computed in closed form [47] , thus there is no 16 sum ← sum − (first 1 
need to push prefixSum values on the stack. Another frequent weighting scheme for a string W associates a score q(c) to every character c of W , and it weights W by e.g. q(W ) = |W | i=1 q(W [i]). In this case we could just push prefixSum( 2 onto the stack, where V = aW and prefixSum(V ) = q(a) 2 · (1 + prefixSum(W )). A similar weighting scheme can be used for k-mers as well.
.σ ] k , and consider the following distances defined in [39] :
where W ranges over all strings in [1.
.σ ] k . We can compute such distances using just a minor modification to Theorem 4:
.σ ] n 1 −1 # 1 and T 2 ∈ [1..σ ] n 2 −1 # 2 be strings. Given an integer k and data structures that support rangeDistinct queries on BWT T 1 and on BWT T 2 , respectively, we can compute D s 2 (T 1 k, p , T 2 k, p ) and D * 2 (T 1 k, p , T 2 k, p ) in O(nd) time and in λ log σ + o(n) bits of space in addition to the input, where n = n 1 + n 2 and λ is the length of the longest repeat in T 1 T 2 .
Proof We proceed as in Theorem 4, pushing on the stack value q(W, k) = k j=1 q(W [ j]) in addition to repr (W ), and maintaining a separate stack of characters to represent the string we are processing during the depth-first traversal of the generalized suffix-link tree. We set q(aW, k) = q(a) · q(W, k)/q(b), where b is the kth character from the top of the character stack when we are processing W .
An orthogonal way to measure the similarity between T 1 and T 2 consists in comparing the repertoire of all strings that do not appear in T 1 and in T 2 . Given a string T and two frequency thresholds τ 1 < τ 2 , a string W is a minimal rare word of T if τ 1 ≤ f T (W ) < τ 2 and if f T (V ) ≥ τ 2 for every proper substring V of W . Setting τ 1 = 0 and τ 2 = 1 gives the well-known minimal absent words (see e.g. [19, 32] and references therein), whose total number can be Θ(σ n) [24] . Setting τ 1 = 1 and τ 2 = 2 gives the so-called minimal unique substrings (see e.g. [34] and references therein), whose total number is O(n), like the number of strings obtained by any other setting of τ 1 ≥ 1. In what follows we focus on minimal absent words, but our algorithms can be generalized to other settings of the thresholds.
To decide whether aW b is a minimal absent word of T , where a and b are characters, it clearly suffices to check whether f T (aW b) = 0 and whether both f T (aW ) ≥ 1 and f T (W b) ≥ 1. It is well known that only a maximal repeat of T can be the infix W of a minimal absent word aW b, and this applies to any setting of τ 1 and τ 2 . To enumerate all the minimal absent words, for example to count their total number C − (T ), we can thus iterate over all nodes of ST T associated with maximal repeats, as described below:
Theorem 6 Let T ∈ [1..σ ] n−1 # be a string. Given a data structure that supports rangeDistinct queries on BWT T , we can compute C − (T ) in O(nd) time and in o(n) bits of space in addition to the input.
Proof For clarity, we first describe how to enumerate all the distinct minimal absent words of T : we specialize this algorithm to counting at the end of the proof. We use Theorem 1 to enumerate all nodes v of ST T associated with maximal repeats, as described in Sect. 2.2. Let {a 1 , . . . , a h } be the set of distinct left extensions of string (v) in T returned by operation extendLeft(repr( (v))), let extensions[1..σ + 1, 0..σ ] be a boolean matrix initialized to all zeros, and let leftExtensions[1..σ + 1] be an array initialized to all zeros. Let h be a pointer initialized to one. Operation extendLeft allows following all the Weiner links from v, not necessarily in lexicographic order: for every string a i (v) obtained in this way, we set leftExtensions[h ] = a i , we enumerate its right extensions {c 1 , . . . , c k } using array chars of repr(a i (v)), we set extensions[h , c j ] = 1 for all j ∈ [1..k ], and we finally increment h by one. Note that only the columns of extensions that correspond to the right extensions of (v) are updated by this procedure. Then, we enumerate all the right extensions {b 1 , . . . , b k } of (v) using array chars of repr( (v)), and for every such extension b j we report all pairs (a i , b j ) such that a i = chars[x], x ∈ [1..h ], and extensions[x, b j ] = 0. This process takes time proportional to the number of Weiner links from v, plus the number of children of v, plus the number of Weiner links from v multiplied by σ . When applied to all nodes of ST, this takes in total O(nσ ) time, which is optimal in the size of the output. The matrices and vectors used by this process can be reset to all zeros after processing each node: the total time spent in such reinitializations in O(n).
If we just need C − (T ), rather than storing the temporary matrices extensions and leftExtensions, we store just a number area which we initialize to hk before processing node v. Whenever we observe a right extension c j of a string a i (v), we decrease area by one. Before moving to the next node, we increment C − (T ) by area.
Let T − be the infinite-dimensional vector indexed by all distinct substrings W ∈ [1..σ ] + , such that T − [W ] = 1 iff W is a minimal absent word of T . Theorem 6 can be adapted to compute the Jaccard similarity between the composition vectors of two strings:
.σ ] n 2 −1 # 2 be strings. Given data structures that support rangeDistinct queries on BWT T 1 and on BWT T 2 , respectively, we can compute J (T 1 − , T 2 − ) in O(nd) time and in o(n) bits of space in addition to the input, where n = n 1 + n 2 .
Proof We apply the strategy of Theorem 6 to the internal nodes of the generalized suffix tree of T 1 and T 2 whose label is a maximal repeat of T 1 and a maximal repeat of T 2 : such strings are clearly maximal repeats of T 1 T 2 as well. We enumerate such nodes as described in Sect. 2.2. We keep a global variable intersection and a bitvector sharedRight[1..σ ]. For every node v that corresponds to a maximal repeat of T 1 and of T 2 , we merge the sorted arrays chars 1 and chars 2 of repr ( (v)), we set sharedRight[c] = 1 for every character c that belongs to the intersection of the two arrays, and we cumulate in a variable k the number of ones in sharedRight. Then, we scan every left extension a i provided by extendLeft , we determine in constant time whether it occurs in both T 1 and T 2 , and if so we increment a variable h by one. Finally, we initialize a variable area to h k , and we process again every left extension a i provided by extendLeft : if a i (v) occurs in both T 1 and T 2 , we compute the union of arrays chars 1 and chars 2 of repr (a i (v)), and for every character c in the union such that sharedRight[c] = 1, we decrement area by one. At the end of this process, we add area to the global variable intersection. To compute ||T 1 − ∨ T 2 − || we apply Theorem 6 to T 1 and T 2 separately.
Algorithm 3 gives the pseudocode of Corollary 5, implemented again as a callback function of Algorithm 1. It is easy to extend Corollary 5 to compute κ(T 1 − , T 2 − ), as well as to support weighting schemes based on the length and on the characters of minimal absent words.
Algorithm 3:
Computing the size of the intersection between the sets of minimal absent words of two strings, by implementing Corollary 5 as function callback in Algorithm 1. Functions intersection and union return the intersection and the union of two sorted arrays in linear time. 
Markovian Corrections
In some applications it is desirable to assign to component W ∈ [1. .σ ] k of composition vector T ∞ an estimate of the statistical significance of observing f T (W ) occurrences of W in T : intuitively, strings whose frequency departs from its expected value are more likely to carry "information", and they should be weighted more [38] . Assume that T is generated by a Markov random process of order k −2 or smaller, that produces strings on alphabet [1..σ ] according to a probability distribution P. It is well known that the probability of observing W in a string generated by such a random process is P(W ) = P(W [1..k − 1]) · P(W [2..k])/P(W [2..k − 1]). We can estimate P(W ) using the empirical probability p T (W ), obtaining the following approximation for P(W ):
.k − 1]) = 0, andp T (W ) = 0 otherwise. We can thus estimate the significance of the event that substring W has empirical probability p T (W ) in string T using the following score: [38] . After elementary manipulations [3] , z T (W ) becomes:
Since . Given two strings T 1 and T 2 , we can thus compute κ(T 1 z , T 2 z ) using the same strategy as in Corollary 5:
.σ ] n 1 −1 # 1 and T 2 ∈ [1..σ ] n 2 −1 # 2 be strings. Given data structures that support rangeDistinct queries on BWT T 1 and on BWT T 2 , respectively, and assuming g(x, y) = 1 for all settings of x and y, we can compute κ(T 1 z , T 2 z ) in O(nd) time and in o(n) bits of space in addition to the input, where n = n 1 + n 2 .
Proof We focus here on computing component N of κ(T 1 z , T 2 z ): computing D i follows a similar algorithm on BWT T i . We keep again a bitvector sharedRight[1..σ ], and we enumerate all the internal nodes of the generalized suffix tree of T 1 and T 2 whose label is a maximal repeat of T 1 and a maximal repeat of T 2 , as described in Corollary 5. For every such node v, we merge the sorted arrays chars 1 and chars 2 of repr ( (v)), we set sharedRight[c] = 1 for every character c that belongs to the intersection of the two arrays, and we cumulate in a variable k the number of ones in sharedRight. Then, we scan every left extension a i provided by extendLeft , we determine in constant time whether it occurs in both T 1 and T 2 , and if so we increment a variable h by one. Finally, we initialize a variable area to h k , and we process again every left extension a i provided by extendLeft . If a i (v) occurs in both T 1 and T 2 , we merge arrays chars 1 and chars 2 of repr (a i (v)): for every character b in the intersection of chars 1 and chars 2 , we add to N value z 1 (a i (v)b)· z 2 (a i (v)b), retrieving the corresponding frequencies from repr (a i (v)) and from repr ( (v)), and we decrement area by one. For every character b that occurs only in chars 1 , we test whether sharedRight[b] = 1: if so, a i W b is a minimal absent word of T 2 that occurs in T 1 , thus we decrement area by one and we add to N value −z 1 (a i (v)b). We proceed symmetrically if b occurs only in chars 2 . At the end of this process, area counts the number of minimal absent words with infix (v) that are shared by T 1 and T 2 : thus, we add area to N .
It is easy to remove the assumption that g(x, y) is always equal to one. There are only two differences from the previous case. First, the score of the substrings W of T i that have a maximal repeat of T i as an infix changes, but g(n i , |W |) can be immediately computed from |W |, which is provided by the enumeration algorithm. Second, the score of all substrings W of T i that do not have a maximal repeat as an infix changes from zero to g(n i , |W |)−1: we can take all such contributions into account by pushing prefix-sums to the stack, as in Corollary 3. For example, to compute component N of κ(T 1 z , T 2 z ), we can first assume that all substring W that occur both in T 1 and in T 2 have score g(n i , |W |) − 1, by pushing on the stack the prefix-sums described in [3] and by enumerating only nodes v of the generalized suffix tree of T 1 and T 2 such that (v) occurs both in T 1 and in T 2 . Then, we can run a similar algorithm as in Theorem 7, subtracting quantity (g(n 1 , |W | + 2) − 1) · (g(n 2 , |W | + 2) − 1) from the contribution to N of every string a i W b that occurs both in T 1 and in T 2 .
Finally, recall that in Sect. 3 we mentioned the problem of determining an upper bound on the values of k to be used in k-mer kernels. Let T k be the composition vector indexed by all strings in [1. .σ ] k such that T k [W ] = p T (W ), and letT k be a similar composition vector withT k [W ] =p T (W ), wherep T (W ) is defined as in the beginning of this section. It makes sense to disregard values of k for which T k andT k are very similar, and more formally whose Kullback-Leibler divergence
.σ ] k . Thus, we could use as an upper bound on k the minimum value k * such that ∞ k =k * KL(T k ,T k ) < τ for some user-specified threshold τ [46] . Note again that only strings aW b such that a and b are characters in [0..σ ] and W is a maximal repeat of T contribute to KL(T |W |+2 ,T |W |+2 ). We can thus adapt Theorem 7 to compute the KL divergence for a user-specified range of lengths [k 1 ..k 2 ], using just one pass over BWT T , in O(nd) time and in o(n) bits of space in addition to the input and the output. The same approach can be used to compute the KL-divergence kernel κ(
Scoring a String Using a Probabilistic Suffix Trie
Recall the definition of probabilistic suffix trie from Sect. 2.3. The substrings of a string T ∈ [1..σ ] n−1 # that can be contexts of its probabilistic suffix trie according to Eqs. 2-6 have the form aW , where a ∈ [1..σ ] and W is a maximal repeat of T . Indeed, assume that W is not left-maximal: then, f T (aW ) = f T (W ) and f T (aW b) = f T (W b), thus Eqs. 4, 5 and 6 are not satisfied by any choice of the corresponding thresholds. The same holds if W is not right-maximal. Similarly, the substrings W of T that are contexts according to Eq. 7 must be maximal repeats, since the left-hand side of Eq. 7 is zero if W is not right-maximal or not left-maximal. It follows that the PST of T is the subgraph of the extended suffix-link tree SLT * T , defined by the following procedure: starting from every node of SLT * T that corresponds to a context, recursively follow reverse Weiner links up to the root of SLT * T , marking all nodes met in the process [2] .
In this section we describe compact indices on T that allow one to compute the probability of a query string S with respect to T by using SLT T , matching statistics, and the mapping between SLT T and ST T [1..n−1]# described in Sect. 2.1. For brevity, we assume that Theorem 1 uses the rangeDistinct data structure described in [15] , and that the iterator of Theorem 1 can be built in randomized O(n) time and in O(n log σ ) bits of space in addition to the input, using the construction algorithms described in [8, 9] .
We first focus on a related problem, which might have independent interest. Given two strings T ∈ [1..σ ] n−1 # and S ∈ [1..σ ] m , let the matching statistics vector MS S,T [1. .m] be such that MS S,T [i] equals the largest such that S[i − +1..i] is a substring of T . Similarly, let the right-maximal matching statistics vector RMS S,T [1. .m] be such that RMS S,T [i] is the largest such that S[i − + 1..i] is a right-maximal substring of T . We remove the subscripts from MS and RMS whenever they are clear from the context. We focus here on the problem of indexing T so that later, given any pattern S, we can compute RMS S,T [1. .m] efficiently.
Solving this problem is easy with the suffix tree of T [1.
.n]#: indeed, we can just store the length of the label of every node, mark all nodes of the suffix tree of T [1.
.n]# that are left-maximal, 1 and add an arc from every node that is not left-maximal, to its lowest left-maximal ancestor. Then, we compute MS[i] and the locus of S[i − MS[i] + 1..i] in the suffix tree of T [1..n]# for every i using textbook algorithms, we check the left-maximality of the locus, and we follow the arc to its lowest left-maximal ancestor if the locus itself is not left-maximal. In what follows we replace the suffix tree with the technique for space-efficient matching statistics described in [10] , which we summarize here for completeness: Proof sketch Given T , we build the index described in [14] on top of BWT T and BWT T [1..n−1]# : this index supports constant-time backward steps, it takes n log σ + o(n log σ ) bits of space, and it can be built in randomized O(n) time and O(n log σ ) bits of space using the algorithm described in [8, 9] . Finally, we build the topology of ST T and the topology of ST T [1..n−1]# in O(n) time from the indexes of [14] .
In the first phase of the algorithm, we scan S from left to right using BWT . We then repeat the entire process from i + 1.
In the second phase of the algorithm we scan S from right to left, using BWT T , the topology of ST T , and bitvector runs, to build another bitvector ms [1. .2m] that encodes
.i], assume that we already appended to ms string V i , and assume that we know the range [x..y] of W in BWT T . We use the topology of ST T to compute the interval in BWT T of the parent of the locus of W , and we try to perform a backward step from such interval with character S[i − MS[i]]. Assume that the backward step succeeds, and that the label of the parent of the locus of W is
, we compute k by detecting the position of the rightmost zero in runs to the left of i, we append k − 1 ones to ms, and we keep performing backward steps with characters
If the backward step from the interval in BWT T of the parent of the locus of W did not succeed, we keep performing parent operations until it does.
At the end of this process, we build in O(m) time a data structure that supports constant-time select queries on ms and that takes 2m + o(m) bits of space [22, 37] . It is easy to see that MS[i] = select(ms, 1, m − i + 1) − 2(m − i + 1), and that array runs can be stored in the last m bits of ms.
Incidentally, the data structures described in Lemma 1 are enough to compute the estimate of KL divergence between finite-memory random processes described in [26, 50] . By building such structures on both T and S, we can compute the average common substring dissimilarity measure [50] between T and S in randomized O(n + m) time and in O((n + m) log σ ) bits of working space.
As anticipated, in order to compute RMS we exploit the mapping between nodes of SLT T and nodes of ST T [1..n−1]# : Proof We build the data structures described in Lemma 1, as well as the topology of SLT T . Let id1(v) be the position of node v of SLT T in the preorder traversal of SLT T . We also build a bitvector isMaximalRepeat1 [1. . p], with a bit associated to each of the p nodes of SLT T , such that isMaximalRepeat1[id1(v)] = 1 iff v is a maximal repeat of T . 2 Similarly, let id2(v) be the position of node v of ST T [1..n−1]# in the preorder traversal of ST T [1..n−1]# . We build another bitvector isMaximalRepeat2 [1. .q], with a bit for each of the q nodes of ST T [1..n−1]# , such that isMaximalRepeat2[id2(v)] = 1 iff v is a maximal repeat of T . We index isMaximalRepeat1 to support select queries in constant time, and isMaximalRepeat2 to support rank and select queries in constant time. Since SLT T is a subdivision of the subgraph of ST T [1..n−1]# induced by maximal repeats, the ith one in isMaximalRepeat1 and the ith one in isMaximalRepeat2 are associated with the same maximal repeat of T .
Then, we compute MS S,T as described in Lemma 1, and we scan S once more from left to right, using BWT If this is true, we output the length of the matching statistics at position i, 3 which we obtain in constant time from ms. Otherwise, the longest suffix of S[i − MS[i] + 1..i] that is right-maximal is necessarily a maximal repeat. Let j = select(isMaximalRepeat2, 1, rank(isMaximalRepeat2, 1, id2(v)−1)) be the rightmost position in isMaximalRepeat2 that is equal to one and smaller than id2(v), let w be the node of ST T [1..n−1]# such that id2(w) = j, and let u be the lowest common ancestor of v and w. Clearly isMaximalRepeat2[id2(u)] = 1, and since id2 is a preorder traversal of ST T [1..n−1]# , u must be the lowest rightmaximal ancestor of v. To compute the length of the label of u, we go to the position k of isMaximalRepeat1 that corresponds to the label of u, where k = select(isMaximalRepeat1, 1, rank(isMaximalRepeat2, 1, id(u))), and we compute the depth in SLT T of the node u such that id(u ) = k.
It is easy to build bitvector isMaximalRepeat2 by traversing the topology of ST T [1..n−1]# in any order and in O(log n) bits of additional space, using the topology to get the interval [i.. j] of each node in BWT T [1..n−1]# , and checking the number of ones in [i + 1.. j] in an additional bitvector diff [1. .n] such that diff [13] ). To build the topology of SLT T , we adapt the strategy described in [9] (Section 4.1). Specifically, we associate to every position i of BWT T [1..n−1]# a counter for the number of open parentheses at i that correspond to nodes of SLT T , we enumerate all right-maximal substrings W of T using Theorem 1, and while doing so we keep the interval of W in BWT T [1..n−1]# synchronized using a set of monotone minimal perfect hash functions (MMPHF), each built on the set of distinct characters that belong to the interval of a right-maximal substring of T in BWT T , as done in [13] . All such MMPHFs take o(n log σ ) bits of space overall, they answer queries in constant time, and they can be built in randomized O(n) time and in O(n log σ ) bits of space [13] . As we enumerate W , we add one to the starting position of the interval of W in BWT T [1..n−1]# . We repeat the process for close parentheses. Once all right-maximal substrings W of T have been enumerated, we scan the two arrays of counters synchronously, and we print the number of open and close parentheses at each position of BWT T [1..n−1]# (which might be zero). We fit the arrays of counters in O(n) bits of space by using the static allocation strategy described in [9] (Section 4.1). Lemma 2 can be immediately adapted to compute, for every position i of S, the smallest such that S[i − + 1..i] is not right-maximal, or the largest such that S[i − +1..i] is a maximal repeat of T , or such that S[i − +1..i] is a string aW where W is a maximal repeat of T . Computing the probability of S given PST T amounts to a slight modification of Lemma 2 as well: .r ] is a bitvector with an element for each of the r nodes of ST T [1..n−1]# . Given isContext, it is easy to build data structures that support moving in constant time from any node in the topology of ST T [1..n−1]# to its lowest marked ancestor (see e.g. [48] ). Such data structures take O(n) bits of space and they can be built in O(n) time and in O(n) bits of space in addition to the input and the output.
To compute the probability of S given PST T , we compute MS S,T as described in Lemma 1, then we scan S once more from left to right, using BWT If no such Weiner link exists, and if we choose to set the probability of S[i + 1] to a user-defined constant, we are done, and the space taken by the index of T is 2n log σ + o(n log σ ) bits. Otherwise, we proceed as follows.
Assume that we use Eqs. 2-6 to determine the contexts of PST T , so those contexts are a subset of the left-extensions by one character of the maximal repeats of T . At construction time, we iterate once more over all substrings W and aW of T , where W is a maximal repeat and a ∈ [0..σ ], using Theorem 1 and keeping the intervals in BWT T [1..n−1]# synchronized. As we do so, we store in a vector rightContext [1. . p] value |Σ r T (X )| for every candidate context X , where p is the number of candidate contexts. Clearly rightContext takes at most n log σ bits.
Then, we scan S from left to right as described above. Assume that we are at position i of S, and that we know the locus v of S[i − MS[i] + 1..i] in ST T [1..n−1] #, as well as the lowest ancestor v of v that is a context. By assumption, v has no Weiner link labelled by S[i + 1]. Recall that, in order to compute MS[i + 1], we repeatedly take parent operations from v, reaching ancestors v = w 0 , w 1 , w 2 , . . . , w k−1 of v with no Weiner link labelled by S[i + 1], until we meet an ancestor w k that has a Weiner link labelled by S[i + 1]. Note that w k is necessarily an ancestor of v , since otherwise v would have a Weiner link labelled by S[i + 1]: thus, let v = w h for some h ∈ [0..k − 1]. Since w h is a context, every w i with i ∈ [h + 1..k] is a maximal repeat, thus we can compute the length of its label using the setup described in Lemma 2 (note that, in this case, bitvector isMaximalRepeat2 needs just to support rank queries). The length of the context associated with w h is necessarily the length of the label of w h+1 plus one. Using vector rightContext, we also know the number of right-extensions of every w i with i ∈ [h..k]. This is enough to compute the logarithm of the probability of S with respect to PST T using Eq. 1 for all i ∈ [1..m] in overall O(m) time, assuming that logarithms can be computed in constant time. Specifically, we could store a lookup table that contains the value of log x for every integer x at most equal to the largest frequency of a repeat of T : this table takes O(n log log n) bits. The case in which contexts are decided by Eq. 7 can be handled in a similar way.
Note that Theorem 8 can use substrings of T of any length as contexts. By storing also the topology of SLT T [1..n−1]# , two bitvectors homologous to isMaximalRepeat1 and isMaximalRepeat2 to connect the topology of SLT T [1..n−1]# to the topology of ST T , and a lowest marked ancestor data structure for ST T , we can decide at query time whether to score a pattern S with the probability that it was generated by PST T , or with the probability that it was generated by PST T [1..n−1]# , or with both (see e.g. [7] ), at the cost of making the index occupy 4n log σ + o(n log σ ) bits. In practical applications we might be interested in using the PST of the reverse-complement φ(T [1..n − 1]#) of T rather than the PST of T , where φ(W ) = φ(W [1]) · φ(W [2]) · · · · · φ(W [|W |]), and the complementation function φ : [0..σ ] → [0..σ ] is a bijection such that φ(0) = 0. Standard DNA complementation reverses the lexicographic order of the alphabet, 4 thus it is easy to see that BWT φ(T [1..n−1]#) = φ(BWT T [1..n−1]# [1] · BWT T [1..n−1]# [2..n]), the suffix tree and suffix-link tree topologies get symmetrized, and we can decide at query time whether to score a pattern with the probability that it was generated by the PST of T , or with the probability that it was generated by the PST of the reverse-complement of T , or with both, using an index that takes 4n log σ + o(n log σ ) bits. It is also easy to adapt Theorem 8 to learn multiple PSTs from the same string T , by choosing different settings of the thresholds in Eqs. 2-7, and by possibly replicating bitvector isContext and the data structures derived from it.
As noted in [2] , Eq. 2 is not an accurate approximation of the empirical probability of a substring aW of T , which depends also on the length of the longest border of aW . Using the technique described in [12] , we can adapt Theorem 8 to compute the length of the longest border of all maximal repeats of T of length at most k, and of all left-extensions by one character of the maximal repeats of T of length at most k, where k is a user-defined constant, within the same asymptotic time and space budget. If we need to perform the same computation in a probabilistic suffix trie with no upper bound on the maximum length of a context, the working space for the construction of the data structure in Theorem 8 increases by o(λ √ n) bits, where λ is the length of the longest repeat of T [12] .
